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Abstract—The TropiSAR campaign has been conducted in
August 2009 in French Guiana with the ONERA airborne radar
system SETHI. The main objective of this campaign was to collect
data to support the Phase A of the 7th Earth Explorer candidate
mission, BIOMASS. Several specific questions needed to be addressed to consolidate the mission concept following the Phase 0
studies, and the data collection strategy was constructed accordingly. More specifically, a tropical forest data set was required
in order to provide test data for the evaluation of the foreseen
inversion algorithms and data products. The paper provides a
description of the resulting data set which is now available through
the European Space Agency website under the airborne campaign link. First results from the TropiSAR database analysis are
presented with two in-depth analyses about both the temporal
radiometric variation and temporal coherence at P-band. The
temporal variations of the backscatter values are less than 0.5 dB
throughout the campaign, and the coherence values are observed
to stay high even after 22 days. These results are essential for
the BIOMASS mission. The observed temporal stability of the
backscatter is a good indicator of the expected robustness of
the biomass estimation in tropical forests, from cross-polarized
backscatter values as regarding environmental changes such as
soil moisture. The high temporal coherence observed after a
22-day period is a prerequisite for SAR Polarimetric Interferometry and Tomographic applications in a single satellite configuration. The conclusion then summarizes the paper and identifies the
next steps in the analysis.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

F

ORESTS hold a large fraction of the terrestrial carbon
[1]–[3], and they thus play a major role in the global
biogeochemical cycles, including the carbon cycle.
Current approaches for a global monitoring of forested
ecosystems are mostly based on state-wide censuses (forest
resource assessments) and optical imagery. Because of its all
weather, day/night capabilities, radar remote sensing can provide a reliable and consistent source of information both in the
tropics where cloud cover is omnipresent and at higher latitude
where the commonly used optical instruments will fail because
of reduced day light. Furthermore, radar remote sensing at
P-band has been shown to be well suited to this monitoring
because of an increase penetration in the canopy resulting in an
extended sensitivity in the high biomass range. For this reason,
the European Space Agency (ESA) has decided to investigate
the BIOMASS mission [4], [5] a concept based on P-Band
Synthetic Aperture Radar for the purpose of monitoring forest
across the globe. Retained in January 2009 as one of the three
candidates for 7th Earth Explorer Core mission, the BIOMASS
mission will implement a method combining SAR intensity
and SAR Polarimetric Interferometry (PolInSAR) in order to
produce a global map of forest biomass.
For the PolInSAR method, multiple SAR images acquired
with slightly different geometries are required. The BIOMASS
current design includes a single satellite, therefore implying
that the different images be acquired at different times. This
mode of operation for interferometric analysis requires that the
temporal correlation between images remains high. This strong
assumption needs to be validated across the full range of forest
types.
During the first phase of the project, biomass retrieval algorithms were developed and validated in temperate and boreal
forests for a biomass range up to 300 t/ha, a high end for such
forests. The biomass retrieval algorithms based on intensity
have been studied for several decades mostly over boreal and
temperate forests. The PolInSAR inversion techniques have
been demonstrated at P-band also over these forests from
airborne campaign performed with E-SAR from DLR, Ramses
from ONERA. One of the important findings over boreal forests
from the BIOSAR 2007 airborne campaign [6] was that at
P-band, the temporal coherence remains high after 20–30 days.
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This is a critical result as it indicates that forest height can be
retrieved with good accuracy using interferometry at P-band, at
time intervals compatible with single satellite-borne radar in a
repeat-pass mode. In contrast, at L-band, temporal coherence
dropped significantly after 20–30 days. This implies that the
only option for height retrieval at L-band is the simultaneous
acquisition of the two images (e.g., by two satellites).
One important question which remained to be addressed is
the performances of the retrieval algorithms in tropical forests.
Both the biomass retrieval based on intensity for biomass
density higher than 300 ton/ha and the height retrieval using
repeat pass PolInSAR with time interval compatible with a
single spaceborne mission need to be evaluated. To this aim, the
TropiSAR airborne campaign has been conducted on a tropical
rain forest with high biomass density (up to 480 t/ha), wellcharacterized by an extensive in situ data set collected over
more than two decades.
The database collected by TropiSAR in August 2009 is
intended to fulfill the following precise objectives: 1) to provide measurements of temporal coherence at P- and L-band
over tropical forests for time intervals compatible with spaceborne missions (typically 20–30 days; 2) to assess performances of methods transforming P-Band SAR intensity and
interferometric measurements into forest biomass and forest
height; and 3) to assess uncertainties in in situ methods for
biomass estimates and tree allometry for tropical forests under
consideration.
As a result and more specifically, the campaign has been
tailored to acquire a multitemporal data set suitable for testing
the temporal behavior of the collected data set in order to
explore both the robustness of the intensity-based algorithm
to temporal variations and the feasibility of the PolInSAR
technique based on images acquired on different acquisition
dates. This question constitutes the focus of this paper.
The paper starts with a description of the forest sites in the
lowland tropical forest of French Guiana in South America: the
available in situ measurements and associated errors.
The next section includes a detailed account of the TropiSAR
SAR acquisition conducted during a 22-day period in August
2009. The airborne SAR instrument SETHI is presented, and
the radar acquisition parameters are summarized. The processing and the calibration procedures are described together with a
quantification of the SAR data quality. The database consisting
of the SAR data and the ground data, now available through the
ESA website, is then detailed.
The third section of the paper concentrates on the temporal
behavior of the backscatter signal. The temporal stability of the
radiometric information is evaluated by monitoring the radar
intensity during the full campaign period, which is 22 days.
This point is of upmost importance as it underlies the capability
of the “intensity” algorithms foreseen for candidate satellite
mission to monitor the forest biomass and its changes with
reduced effects of disturbing parameters such as soil moisture,
or weather conditions. The second problem addressed in this
analysis is the evolution of the temporal correlation, an essential
parameter when the PolInSAR analysis and tomography are
concerned. A severe temporal decorrelation associated with
temporal baseline of the order of the satellite repeat cycle
would severely impair the potential of the interferometric
applications.
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Fig. 1. Map of French Guiana with the sites (Paracou, Arbocel, Nouragues,
and Kaw) and the calibration site (Rocham beau).

The conclusion summarizes the findings and identifies the
next step in the SAR data analysis with respect to forest biomass
and height in the framework of the BIOMASS mission.
II. T HE T ROPISAR S ITES
The two main forest sites covered during the TROPISAR
campaign are Paracou and Nouragues (Fig. 1). Both are welldocumented forest sites and have been monitored for many
years, fostering a large team of scientists and of research
institutes. They represent different environments, Paracou has
a mild topography, is close to the ocean, while Nouragues has a
rugged topography, is deep inside the tropical forest, more protected from human interferences. In addition to the two tropical
forest sites, other test zones were covered as opportunity sites.
One of them, the Marais de Kaw is a wetland and mangrove
area, which constitutes an important ecosystem for the region.
Another one is a mangrove area close to the Paracou site.
The Rochambeau airport (Fig. 1) was used as a calibration
site, and several calibration targets were deployed along the
runway over a 3-km length. The calibration process is detailed
in Section III-B.
A. Nouragues Site
The Nouragues Research Station (4◦ 05 N, 52◦ 40 W), is
located 120 km South of Cayenne, in the lowland rain forest of
French Guiana [7]. This station was established in 1986, near an
inselberg (granitic outcrop) that reaches 430 m above sea level.
The landscape is a succession of small hills, between 60 and
120 m. In situ data cover three permanent plots of 12, 10, and
6 ha each in which all stems ≥ 10 cm diameter at breast height
(DBH) were measured and mapped (see Table I). The first two
plots, called Petit Plateau (PP) and Grand Plateau (GP) (see
Fig. 2) are located close to the Nouragues-Inselberg site and
were surveyed three times, in 1994, 2001, and 2008 for PP, in
1993, 2000–2001, and 2008 for GP. PP is 400 × 300 m, while
GP is 1000 × 100 m. They are set on both sides of a small
water stream, called “crique Nouragues,” on opposite slopes
and over two different geomorphological entities. PP is on a
weathered granitic parent material with sandy soils of variable
depths. GP is on a laterite crust issued from metavolcanic rock
of the Paramaca formation with clayey soils. These two sites
are partitioned in 100 m × 100 m squares, resulting in 22 study
plots. The third plot, called Nouragues Pararé, was established
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TABLE I
L IST OF F OREST P LOTS I NCLUDED IN THE T ROPI SAR DATA S ET
W HERE AGB S TANDS FOR A BOVE G ROUND B IOMASS

Fig. 3. Paracou and Arbocel site location. (Top) Map of the Sinnamary area,
with the two sites Paracou and Arbocel. (Bottom) Zoom of the area outlined
in black on the top image, the experimental plots corresponding to the in situ
data are in green (permanent plots) and red (additional plots established for
TropiSAR).

acquired over part of the scene is inserted into the SRTM DEM,
in the white outline. A shift ranging between 20 and 30 m can be
measured between the two DEMs, as SRTM is not measuring
the ground height, but rather an interferometric phase center
height, located inside the canopy layer. The average tree height
in Nouragues is around 40 m. The white box, in the middle
figure is the outline of the map in the right where the different
study plots are identified.

Fig. 2. Nouragues site. (Left) SRTM digital elevation model over a 10 ×
15 km area. For the DEM, the upper left coordinates in WGS84, UTM 22
are E[m], N[m]: (310000., 455000.). (Middle) The precise LIDAR DEM was
inserted into the SRTM DEM. (Right) The map of the study area, identifying
the in situ plots. The map outline is reported in white in the middle figure.

in the early 1980 s, 8 km south of the first two plots, on the
North bank of the Arataye River. This plot (300 m × 200 m)
is on a metavolcanic parent material. It was also surveyed three
times in 1985, 1995, and 2007. LIDAR acquisitions covering
all three sites were conducted in 2007 and 2008 over an area of
more than 1200 ha.
In addition to these three permanent plots, two new plots
were established for the purpose of the TropiSAR project.
The first one, called Balanfois and 200 × 100 m in size, is
located midway between the two sites on a metavolcanic parent
material. The second one, called Pararé-ridge, 100 × 100 m in
size is located 1 km north of the Pararé station, on the ridge of a
plateau. The SRTM digital elevation model (DEM) is presented
on Fig. 2, left image. In the middle image, the LIDAR DEM

B. Paracou Site
Paracou experimental site (Fig. 3) is located in a lowland
tropical rain forest near Sinnamary, French Guiana (5◦ 18 N,
52◦ 55 W) [8]. The site receives nearly two-thirds of the annual
3160 mm ± 161SE of precipitation between mid-March and
mid-June, and less than 50 mm per month in September and
October.
The forest plots under study are the Paracou permanent plots,
the Arbocel plot, completed by new plots established for the
TropiSAR project.
Paracou plots: Tree census data are from a series of 15
permanent plots of 6.25 ha each and one plot of 25 ha in
which all stems ≥ 10 cm DBH were mapped and regularly surveyed. The biomass level in the Paracou plots ranges between
300 t/ha and 485 t/ha (Table I). Two LIDAR acquisitions were
also conducted in 2004 and 2009.
From 1986 to 1988, the plots were logged following a
randomized block design, with three blocks of four 250 m ×
250 m plots each, in which one plot was kept untouched as
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reference (identified as control plots in Fig. 3), while the three
other plots were logged according to one of three different
treatments. In Treatment 1 (identified as Selective logging in
Fig. 3), selected timbers were extracted, with an average of 10
trees ≥ 50 or 60 cm DBH removed per hectare. Treatment 2
(identified as selective logging+timber stand improvement-TSI
in Fig. 3) was logged as in Treatment 1, followed by TSI by
poison girdling of selected noncommercial species, with about
30 trees ≥ 40 cm DBH removed per hectare. Treatment 3
(identified as Selective logging+TSI+noncommercial species
in Fig. 3) was logged as in Treatment 2 for an expanded list
of commercial species, with about 45 trees ≥ 40 cm DBH
removed per hectare. Tree harvesting in the plots was initiated
in October 1986 and was completed in May 1987. TSI by
poison girdling began in December 1987.
Arbocel plot: An area of 25 ha located near Paracou was
initially clear cut in 1976 to establish a pulp paper operation but
was abandoned in 1978. The natural regeneration of the forest
has been subsequently studied by the CIRAD over a permanent
plot of 250 × 250 m.
Additional plots: For the purpose of the project, six new plots
were established near the Paracou research station
Two 70 × 70 m plots were selected over a Caribbean pine
plantation planted in 1978 (Pinus Caribea. L.), one 50 × 50 m
plot was measured on a plantation of Coco nucifera planted in
1996, one 40 × 70 m plot was set in a secondary forest, area
recovering from an abandoned oil palm plantation, and finally
two plots of 0.5 ha were measured following the modified
Gentry protocol [9] in natural seasonally flood forests.
The uncertainties in the in situ AGB measurements for a natural forest were studied and the main sources of error identified
[10]–[12]. One of this source is the allometric equation and
its effect estimated to be less than 3% of the total biomass.
Neglecting the trees with a DBH less than 10 cm and the lianas
creates an underestimation of the biomass evaluated to be of the
order of 5%. The error associated with the sampling size of the
data is estimated to be of the order of 10% for a plot size of 1 ha
and 5% for a plot size of 4 ha. All effects included, the accuracy
in the AGB measurements is believed to be around 10% for a
plot size of 6.25 ha [13].

III. T HE SAR DATA ACQUISITION
A. Waveform
The airborne radar system flown for TropiSAR is SETHI, a
new generation airborne SAR developed by ONERA onboard a
Falcon 20 operated by a private company AvDef (Fig. 4).
SETHI combines two pods positioned under the aircraft
wings able to carry payloads of different kinds ranging from
VHF to Ku-band and/or optical sensors with a wide range of
acquisition geometries.
SETHI can be operated with four radar front ends simultaneously together with two optical payloads [14].
During the TropiSAR campaign, the radar acquisitions were
performed simultaneously at P-band with the UHF-VHF system and at L-band. The UHF-VHF radar was selected as it
is characterized by a bandwidth ranging from 225 MHz to
460 MHz. For the TropiSAR experiment, a specific waveform
was designed allowing a large swath with incidence angle
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Fig. 4. Falcon 20 carrying the two pods under the wings. The P-band radar is
on the left of the plane, while the L-band is on the right.
TABLE II
D ESCRIPTION , OF THE T ROPI SAR R ADAR S YSTEM AT P- AND L-BANDS

ranging from 25◦ to 60◦ at P-band; the relevant geometrical and
system parameters are summarized in Table II.
These slant range resolutions project into a ground resolution
of 1.7 m for P-band and 1.4 m at L-band for 45◦ incidence.
B. Processing and Calibration
The full polarimetric single look complex (SLC) data were
processed using the ONERA SAR processor [15], based on a
modified version of the range-migration algorithm [16].
The postprocessing includes crosstalk removal, radiometric,
and polarimetric calibration. A specific postprocessing had to
be developed for the UHF band as the corresponding elevation
antenna pattern is rather wide creating an unwanted reflection
on the wing bottom surface above the pod. The resulting
artefacts are an increased crosstalk and a deformation of the
system transfer function varying in the range direction. The
approach, based on the Quegan’s method [17], is performed
in the frequency domain [18]. In order to preserve a good
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repeat pass interferometric performance, the same correction is
applied to all the images. As a consequence, the interferometric
phase information and the radiometry are not disturbed by this
correction. A detailed description of this process can be found
in [18].
The calibration parameters are computed based on the data
acquired over the calibration site Rochambeau. Six reference
targets—five trihedrals of 2.3 m side and one dihedral of
1.01 m × 0.63 m—were set along the airport runway. At least
two calibration acquisitions were performed for each of the
seven TropiSAR flights (14 data sets altogether). The calibration factors are set uniquely for the whole campaign, one set
of parameters for each frequency, and the multiple acquisitions
over Rochambeau were used to assess the stability of the system
over the campaign period.
The absolute calibration accuracy, assessed from the trihedral
signatures from the 14 calibration acquisitions, is better than
0.5 dB for intensity and 5◦ for copolar phase. The Noise
Equivalent Sigma0 (N eσ0 ), evaluated on the cross-polarized
channels, by assuming that the observed decorrelation between
the HV and VH channels is due to noise was estimated to be
better than −30 dB.
The geocoding of the SLC data can be done using a localization grid file provided to the database users. This file allows
translating a pair of WGS 84 geographic coordinates (latitude
and longitude) and an elevation (referenced to the GRS80
ellipsoid) into an image coordinate with an accuracy of better
than 1 m providing the user elevation data have a similar accuracy. Because of the radar geometry, at 45◦ incidence, a 1-m
error in elevation will translate into a 1-m planimetric error.
For the ground projection of the radar data into a geocoded
product, the flat earth model was used.
For each of the two main study sites (Paracou and
Nouragues), the referenced forest plots have been surveyed
with an airborne LIDAR system, and an accurate DEM was
produced. This allows a precise identification of the reference
plots in the SLC geometry.

TABLE III
P ROCESSSED SAR ACQUISITION FOR T ROPI SAR: ZB S TANDS FOR
Z ERO -BASELINE , B N I S Nx50 ft V ERTICAL BASELINE

C. SAR Acquisitions and Resulting Database
As stated earlier in the paper, the main objectives of the campaign were: 1) to provide a tropical forest database allowing to
investigate the temporal coherence at P-Band for time intervals
compatible with a single satellite interferometric mission; 2) to
assess the performances of the envisioned retrieval algorithms;
and 3) to assess the uncertainties in ground measurements.
In order to fulfill these objectives, the campaign took place
over 22 days, between August 10th 2009 and September 1st
2009. Seven flights were flown, with an average of ten SAR
acquisitions per flight.
Only a subset of the acquisitions was processed, and Table III
summarizes the TropiSAR data (identification, frequency band,
date, flight line) contained in the database. The last column of
the table indicates the geometry of the acquisition, where ZB
means zero-baseline which is the reference trajectory. The ZB
acquisitions have for main objectives the temporal coherence
analysis. B1 to B5 indicate that the radar data was acquired with
a vertical shift ranging from 50 ft to 250 ft compared to the

Fig. 5. Variation of the altitude of ambiguity as a function of incidence angle
for a vertical and a horizontal baseline of 50 ft.

reference trajectory, with 50 ft increment; these images can be
used for PolInSAR analysis or tomographic analysis.
When designing the campaign, it was decided to fly vertical
baselines rather than the usual horizontal baseline scenario.
This vertical configuration was selected to minimize the height
sensitivity variation of the interferometric phase across large
incidence range associated with airborne acquisition. In interferometry, the altitude of ambiguity is the height variation
which produces a 2π cycle in the interferometric phase. Fig. 5
represents the variation of this altitude of ambiguity for a
baseline of 50 ft (15.24 m). In the horizontal baseline case,
the altitude of ambiguity varies from 48 m at 30◦ incidence
angle to 321 m at incidence angle of 60◦ . In the vertical baseline
case, this variation is less severe, and the altitude of ambiguity
ranges between 102 m and 185 m. As a direct consequence, for
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Fig. 6. Paracou site. P-Band image (6 km × 10 km) in false color (R: HH, G: HV, B: VV. The north is toward the top of the image and the river on the west side
is the Sinnamary river. The bottom right image (corresponding to the blue box in the left image) identifies the 16 plots, in red the undisturbed plots, in blue the
Treatment 1 plot, in green the Treatment 2 plots, and in yellow the Treatment 3 plots. The top right image is a zoom in the Combi Paracou area corresponding to
the black rectangle on the main image.

a given interferometric couple, the performance of any height
restitution algorithms will behave more consistently across the
full swath in the vertical baseline case.
The TropiSAR data set is made available to interested scientists via the campaign data archive of the ESA. Details on
access to campaign data can be found at the ESA EOPI portal
(http://eopi.esa.int) under the campaign link. The final reports
for all campaigns in the database are directly accessible online,
and access to data sets is provided based on a short online
proposal.

D. Illustration of P-Band SAR Images
The Paracou image (Fig. 6 left) is 6 km wide by 10 km long,
along the Sinnamary river. The North is toward the top of the
image, and the near range is on the right. The incidence angle
ranges between 25◦ and 62◦ . The topography is clearly visible
and dominates the observed backscatter variation in the right
of the image. The studied plots are outlined in the zoom in the
bottom right image with a color identifying the treatment level,

with no treatment in red, treatment 1 in green, treatment 2 in
blue, and treatment 3 in yellow. The darker areas, on the top
half of the images, are grass areas or bare soils. On both sides of
the Sinnamary river, the lowlands can be occasionally flooded,
but no flooding occurred during the TropiSAR overflights. The
bright rectangular areas in the top right of the image are the
Caribean pine plantations.
The Nouragues sites are close to the Inselberg, a granitic
outcrop visible as a dark area in the top left corner of the image.
The PP and GP are set on opposite sides of a water stream
“crique Nouragues” with a slope facing the radar for PP and
away from the radar on GP for the Nouragues 1 line (179◦
heading) displayed in Fig. 7. Two other lines were flown over
the Nouragues area. Nouragues 1 bis is along the same headings
as Nouragues 1 but with a 2-km shift to the west to include
the Balenfois site. Nouragues 2 headings is 125, 55◦ off the
Nouragues 1 line in order to explore the influence of topography
on the biophysical parameter inversions.
The Marais de Kaw in French Guiana is a large wetland area,
subject to seasonal flooding, with a diverse vegetation cover,
including mangroves. The imaged area displayed in Fig. 8 is
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Fig. 7. Nouragues site. (Left image) P-Band image of Nouragues 1 line in false color (R: HH, G: HV, B: VV). North is toward the top. The top right image
corresponding to the black rectangle on the left image identifies the two main zones, Grand Plateau and Petit Plateau, with 22 test zones. Two more test zones are
identified in the bottom left of the main image with a blue and a green polygons. The bottom right image represents the lines acquired over Nouragues overlaid
on the DEM. Nouragues 1(heading 179◦ ) is outlined in white, Nouragues 1 bis (dashed white box) is shifted by 2 km with respect to Nouragues 1. Nouragues 2
(heading 125◦ ) is outlined in green.

Fig. 8. Marais de Kaw, RGB image at P-band (PHH, PHV, PVV). The flight
heading is 107◦ . The image area is 18 km long, 6 km wide. On the right, the
Approuague River, on the left, the Kaw river, and connecting the two, the Kaw
canal.

about 18 km long and 6 km wide. The rivers on the image
are the Approuage river on the right and the Kaw river on the
left. Linking the two and aligned with the image heading is the
Kaw canal.
IV. F IRST A NALYSIS OF THE T ROPISAR DATA S ET
The Paracou site was flown seven times over a 22-day period
(Table III). The mean annual rainfall is 3160 mm. Meteorological data recorded at the CIRAD meteorological station (Combi
station located at around 3 km from the 16 permanent plots)
were acquired with a CR23X datalogger (Campbell Scientific
Inc.). Total rainfall in August 2009 was 49 mm (8 days with

Fig. 9. Meteorological data measured at the Combi station, 3 km from the
permanent plots during August 2009. The blue dots correspond to the seven
SAR acquisition flights. Note that the fourth flight (Flight 3) occurred just
before the start of the rain on August 17th.

rainfall). Rainfall exceeded 15 mm for two days: 6th (20 mm)
and 17th August (15, 8 mm) as shown in Fig. 9.
Flight 3 occurred on August 17th in the morning, just before
the start of the rain (Fig. 9).
The images analyzed in this study were acquired along the
same exact line, with a ZB trajectory and are listed in Table IV.
As a consequence, the resulting images could be processed
with the same geometry making the different data sets readily
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TABLE IV
ACQUISITIONS U SED IN THE T EMPORAL A NALYSIS
OVER THE PARACOU S ITE

stackable (same pixel position), and the radar backscatter of the
studied plots could be monitored with time.
A. Temporal Variation of Backscattering Coefficients
of Forest Plots
Previous studies have shown that the P-band SAR intensity
can be related to the values of above ground biomass [5],
[19]–[22].
Depending on the forest types and characteristics, the relationships between intensity and biomass can be more or
less affected by changes in observation conditions. Significant
changes have been observed between freeze/thaw conditions
in Alaskan forest [23], and changes of the order of 2–3 dB
have been found between stand wise backscatter coefficients
of forests in Sweden between snow melt date in March and
drier dates in April and May [22]. For these boreal forests,
the explanation was that the changes are due to changes in
dielectric constant of the trees and of the underlying ground.
In order to retrieve biomass from the data, the effect of temporal change needs to be accounted for. For tropical forest,
the temporal variation of the forest backscatter has not been
investigated extensively by repeat pass airborne experiments.
To quantify the temporal variation of the backscattered intensity, the backscatter coefficients of the reference forest plots at
polarizations HH, VV, and HV have been analyzed for different
acquisition dates for the two main forest sites, Paracou and
Nouragues. The reference plots are 16 square forest plots in
Paracou (15 plots of 250 m × 250 m and 1 plot of 500 m ×
500 m) characterized by different forestry treatments and the
24 plots 100 m × 100 m plots covered by the Nouragues 1 line
as described in Section II-B.
The plots have sufficient size (100 m × 100 m at Nouragues
and 250 m × 250 m at Paracou) to reduce change in the
backscatter due to speckle and mislocation effects.
Fig. 10 shows the backscattering coefficients at, respectively,
VV, HV, and HH polarization of the 16 permanent forest plots
in Paracou for the seven acquisition dates, from August 10th
to September 1, 2009. For each of the 16 plots, the temporal
variation of the backscattering coefficient has been computed.
Table V presents the backscattering coefficients at polarization
HV and Table VI the mean, minimum, and maximum temporal
variation of the backscattering coefficients computed over 16
plots, for HH, HV, VH, and VV. The mean temporal variation
is of the order of 0.4 dB, whereas the minimum plot variation

◦ , σ◦ ,
Fig. 10. Temporal variation of the backscattering coefficients σV
V
HV
◦
and σHH
for the 16 plots in Paracou during the campaign period.

is 0.22 dB and the maximum is about 0.60–0.7 dB for all
polarizations.
The plots are located at different radar look angles, from
30◦ to 43◦ , e.g., plots 10, 11, 12 are in the nearer range,
and plots 1, 2, 3 are in the farther range, and they represent
different topographic conditions, from relatively flat (plot 16)
to moderate and high topography (cf. Fig. 6). The temporal
variation is found the highest for plots located at incidence
angle > 40◦ , and lowest for plots at nearer ranges.
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TABLE V
P-BAND S IGMA 0 HV IN dB OVER THE 16 S TUDIES P LOTS OVER
PARACOU FOR THE S EVEN DATES OF THE C AMPAIGN

TABLE VI
VARIATION OF THE BACKSCATTERING C OEFFICIENT OF THE
16 P ERMANENT P LOTS IN PARACOU , OVER S EVEN DATES F ROM
10 AUGUST TO 1 S EPTEMBER . T HE VARIATION I S E XPRESSED AS
◦ ] − Min[σ ◦ ] W HERE PQ I S HH, HV, VH, AND VV. S ECOND
Max[σpq,
pq
C OLUMN : M EAN VALUES OVER 16 P LOTS , T HIRD AND F OURTH
C OLUMNS : M INIMUM AND M AXIMUM VALUES A MONG 16 P LOTS

Such small temporal variation of the backscatter coefficients
indicates both the system stability and the forest backscatter
stability during the campaign period. Even the maximum variation observed (in Table VI) is not much larger than the nominal
radiometric stability of the SAR system, which is ± 0.5 dB. The
maximum variations in the backscatter values, e.g., observed
for plots 1, 2, or 3 at the date of 24 August (Fig. 10) cannot
be attributed to weather induced soil moisture variation, as the
meteorological records show no significant rain event prior to
that day. Indeed, a light rainfall occurred on the 23 August
resulting in an expected ground moisture condition slightly
above the one associated with the 1st of September, but not very
different than those observed between the 10 and 16 August.
Based on the meteorological data and ground measurements,
the two dates with the largest soil moisture difference which are
the 10th of August with 15 g/m3, and the 1st of September with
10 g/m3, the backscattering coefficients at VV and HV have
the same value (to within 0.01 dB). From this analysis, it can be
concluded that the observed variations are not correlated with
the change in measured soil moisture. The observed variations
could be linked to other external factors such as plant water
content, but the magnitude of this variation is not significant as
it is within the expected radiometric stability of SETHI.
The same analysis on temporal variation of the backscatter
intensity is conducted for the Nouragues site. The backscatter
coefficients of 24 forest plots of 100 m × 100 m at four different
dates from August 12 to September 1 have been analyzed.

◦ , σ ◦ , and σ ◦
Fig. 11. Variation of the backscattering coefficients σV
V
HV
HH
for the 24 plots in Nouragues during the campaign period.

TABLE VII
VARIATION OF THE BACKSCATTERING C OEFFICIENTS OF THE 24 P LOTS IN
N OURAGUES , OVER F OUR DATES F ROM 12 AUGUST TO 1 S EPTEMBER .
◦ ] − Min[σ ◦ ] W HERE PQ I S
T HE VARIATION I S E XPRESSED AS Max[σpq,
pq
HH, HV, VH, AND VV. S ECOND C OLUMN : M EAN VALUES OVER
24 P LOTS , T HIRD AND F OURTH C OLUMNS : M INIMUM AND
M AXIMUM VALUES A MONG 24 P LOTS

Fig. 11 shows the temporal variations at VV, HV, and HH,
and Table VII summarizes the mean, maximum, and minimum
variations over 24 plots.
The mean, minimum, and maximum temporal variation of
the 24 plots are < 0.46 dB, < 0.30 dB, and < 0. 64 dB, smaller
or lightly higher than the expected radiometric stability of the
system. No date among the four can be singled out. During the
campaign, four rainfall events with more than 8 mm occurred in
Nouragues between 15 August and 24 August. However, during
the four overflights as well as the day before, no rainfall has
been observed.
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As a summary over the two forest sites, the backscatter coefficients show a very good temporal stability over the campaign
period.
For the forests plots analyzed at both Paracou and Nouragues
sites, the dynamic range of the backscattering coefficients for
different polarizations and different dates is in the range of
3 dB to 4 dB. This relatively small dynamic range results
however from the combined effects of biomass, topography and
incidence angle variation. Since the biomass density of the plots
are very high, from 250 ton/ha to 430 ton/ha in Paracou and
from 375 to 427 ton/ha in Nouragues, the sensitivity of the
backscatter intensity to biomass is expected to be small and can
be masked out by the other effects. Thus, to analyze the relationship between radar signal and biomass requires appropriate
topographic correction and compensation for angular variation.
This will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
B. Temporal Decorrelation Analysis
The BIOMASS mission is proposing to address forest characterization based on polarimetric analysis and PolInSAR.
PolInSAR analysis and more specifically the inversion based
on the random volume over ground model [24]–[28] has been
shown to provide an accurate estimate of the vegetation height
under proper conditions, and validations of the technique have
been published for temperate and boreal forests estimation. The
validations found in the literature are based on data acquired
from an airborne platform in a repeat pass mode with a temporal
delay less than 1 day. In the case of BIOMASS, the needed
acquisitions will have to be separated by at least an orbit cycle,
so by 20 days at the least.
One of the objectives of the TropiSAR campaign was to
assess whether the interferometric coherence would remain
high for images acquired in successive orbit cycles, 20 days
or so apart over tropical forest. A previous study [6] has been
conducted in the boreal region, and the results indicated that the
coherence remained high.
In order to meet this objective, the same flight line was flown
on each of the seven flights over the Paracou site. The temporal
interferometric analysis presented in this section focuses on
these data sets.
ZB repeat pass geometry was the target for these images.
However, this can be challenging as the plane travels at 120 m/s
and the flight line in around 11 km long on the Paracou site.
Any deviation from the reference trajectory will translate into a
loss of coherence in presence of volume scattering.
The interferometric analysis has to be conducted taking into
account the deviation from the expected ZB geometry.
Fig. 12 presents the interferograms formed between the
image acquired on the first day (August 10th) and each of
the successive images, computed over a 5 × 5 window. The
temporal baselines range from 2 to 22 days. It can be observed
that even after 22 days, the coherence remains high over the
forested areas. The coherence is low over the bare areas and
remains low throughout the time series. The blue color over
these areas indicates that the VV coherence is the largest. As
expected the coherence is null over the river. On the second
interferogram in Fig. 12, a zone of decreased coherence can be

Fig. 12. Interferometric coherence image for HH, HV, and VV channels (R,
G, B) in the middle column between tropi0007 and the other images. The right
column is the kz images scaled between 0 and 0.1. The red box in the coherence
images indicates the area which was explored in the histogram analysis.

seen in the top right of the figure corresponding to near range.
This loss of coherence is correlated to a significant deviation in
the flight trajectory. The sensitivity of the interferometric phase
to the height is represented by the height causing a 2π rotation
of the interferometric phase, h2π or the vertical wavenumber kz
defined as
h2π =

λR sin θ
2B⊥

kz =

2π
4πB⊥
=
h2π
λR sin θ

where θ is the incidence angle, B⊥ is the orthogonal baseline,
R is the range, and λ the wavelength.
The observed interferometric coherence can be decomposed
in several contributions: the temporal decorrelation γtemp ,
linked to the temporal baseline, the spatial decorrelation γkz ,
linked to the spatial baseline and the noise decorrelation γSN R
which is related to noise level
γmeas = γSN R γkz γtemp .
In this paper, we are interested in the temporal component
of the decorrelation. In order to provide a proper estimate, the
other terms need to be evaluated.
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TABLE VIII
S TATISTICS ON THE T EMPORAL D ECORRELATION H ISTOGRAMS P RESENTED IN FIG. 13

Fig. 13. Histogram of the interferometric coherence corresponding to the interferogram presented in Fig. 12, computed over the red box.

The noise related decorrelation can be estimated readily
from N eσ0 , the Noise Equivalent Sigma0 which was evaluated
around −30 dB (cf. Section III-B). The signal-to-noise ratio
is therefore better than −15 dB referring to Table V for the
minimum value of σ0HV over the forest.
γSN R = 1/(1 + SN R−1 ) ≈ 0.97 for HV polarization,
closer to 1 for the co-pol channels.
We will ignore this term in the rest of the paper.
The γkz is 1 when the baseline is zero. We will restrict our
analysis to the case where the kz is small. The area outlined in

red is selected for the evaluation of the temporal decorrelation
as it corresponds to a large homogeneous forest area where the
kz are small for all interferometric pairs (less than 0.04, except
for the second interferogram). This results in an interferometric
phase smaller than π/3 for a 25-m height excursion, 1/2 the
maximum forest height. The maximum kz values encountered
over the area are listed in Table VIII.
Over the study area, the histograms of the interferometric
coherences are computed for the three polarizations, HH, HV,
and VV and are displayed in Fig. 13.
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• ρ2 : the higher coherence value reach at 1/2 the histogram
height.

V. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION

Fig. 14. Illustration of the indicators—ρ0 is the most populated bin of the
coherence histogram, ρ1 and ρ2 correspond to the coherence for 1/2 the
population of the max.

Fig. 15. Observed variation of the interferometric coherences (coherence of
the most populated bin of the histogram) with temporal baseline for HH, HV,
and VV polarizations.

In the six interferograms, the HH coherence is slighly higher
than the coherence measured for the other polarizations. The
difference is small with VV and is more significant with HV.
Three of the histograms present a high coherence value with
a peak above 0.9 for the co-pol channels. The loss of coherence
experienced between image tropi0007 and tropi0402 (14 day
delay) is noticeable—the interferometric coherence histogram
presents a peak for HH at around 0.78 which is rather low compared to all the other interferometric pairs. This cannot be attributed to the spatial baseline conditions as the kz over the red
zone is 0.033 very similar to the kz observed for the other pairs.
The interesting point is that the interferometric coherence
is observed to increase for later dates. This specific loss of
coherence could be linked to a variation in the backscatter
mechanism, resulting from the rain event which occurred on the
17th of August, right after Flight 3. Flight 4 appears affected,
but the images from the subsequent flights regain the initial
coherence with the image acquired on the first day.
Table VIII summarizes the observed loss of coherence in the
six interferograms linked to the temporal baseline.
The indicators defined below (Fig. 14) are listed in Table VIII
and plotted in Fig. 15.
• ρ0 is the coherence of the most populated bin;
• ρ1 : the lower coherence value reach at 1/2 the histogram
height;

The TropiSAR SAR acquisition campaign took place between August 10th and September 1st 2009 with SETHI the
ONERA SAR airborne system. The main objective of the
campaign was to construct a database suitable for the validation
of the retrieval algorithms foreseen for the BIOMASS mission
over tropical forests.
The selected forest sites have been monitored for more
than 20 years, and the resulting in situ measurements cover
157 ha of tropical forest for which all trees with a diameter
larger than 10 cm have been identified, localized, and measured.
The permanent group around ECOFOG has been collecting a
vast data set, and in the framework of the campaign, several
new forest plots have been installed and measured to extend the
range of biomass to lower values such as a Coco plantation with
10 t/ha biomass.
The SAR database acquired during the TropiSAR campaign
is constructed around the two main forest sites, seven flights
over a 22-day period, with over 32 polarimetric data sets at L
and P-band. The vertical baselines are ranging from 15 to 75 m,
and the temporal baselines are between 0 and 22 days. The
NE-sigma0 is better than −30 dB, while the crosstalk level is
less than −25 dB. The geometric accuracy was evaluated to be
better than 5 m.
As stated earlier, one of the main objectives of the campaign
was to characterize the temporal behavior of the tropical forest
backscatter at P-band. For this purpose, 16 forest plots at the
Paracou forest have been analyzed at seven dates, and 24 plots
at the Nouragues forests have been analyzed at four dates.
There are rain events recorded during the campaign period,
although not during the acquisition dates. The backscattering
coefficients for HH, HV, and VV polarizations are observed
to be very stable, with less than 0.5-dB variations from one
flight to another. This is an important aspect as the backscatter
intensity is a major parameter in the biomass inversion
algorithms foreseen for the BIOMASS mission, and soil
moisture is thought to be one of the most important disturbing
factors in other forest ecosystems.
The interferometric coherence was shown to remain high
even after 20 days, and the longest temporal baseline available
in the campaign is characterized by coherence around or above
0.9. The time interval of 20 days between acquisitions is compatible with a repeat pass satellite mission. This observation
opens up the possibility of doing PolInSAR and tomography
over tropical forests at P-band in a repeat pass mode.
The interferometric coherences were observed to be significantly lower for some pairs of images. This effect could result
from a temporary loss of coherence, linked to either weather
conditions or system problems.
The analysis of the TropiSAR data set is on the way toward the retrieval of forest biomass and forest height. The
polarimetric data sets, the PolInSAR data sets, the tomographic
data sets and the L-band acquisitions associated with the
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extensive ground measurements including the lidar data produce interesting ground for future work.
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